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INTRODUCTION1

One of the deadly tools in the arsenal of our adversary is deception.
2 Corinthians 11:3 speaks of the devil’s craftiness; John 8:44 declares
him to be a liar; and, 2 Corinthians 11:14 notes his ability to transform
himself into an angel of light. A prominent arena wherein he has used
this weapon of deception is the modern media. The 1973 movie, The
Exorcist, led to an over-abundance of articles dealing with the subject
of exorcism in every way but the right way. Along with the film, the
writings that appeared in publications like Newsweek, Christianity
Today, Saturday Evening Post, and New York Times Magazine heaped
more ignorance on the masses and created all kinds of strange ideas
about demons and exorcism. Such lies and deceptions of the devil did
not die out in the early 70s, but with additional films, news stories,
articles, and religious propaganda, they continue to produce an array of
false ideas regarding this much misunderstood subject. With such in
mind, consider the following material regarding “The Truth about
Today’s Exorcists.”

THE BIBLICAL RECORD
Obviously, when desiring to know the truth about a spiritual topic,

God’s inspired Word is the sole and supreme source of such informa-
tion (cf. 2 Tim. 3:16-17). As for the subject at hand, the Bible does
indeed use the word exorcist and also provides numerous accounts of
demons being cast out of individuals.
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The Term
Note the words of Luke in Acts 19:13—“Then certain of the

vagabond Jews, exorcists, took upon them to call over them which had
evil spirits the name of the Lord Jesus, saying, We adjure you by Jesus
whom Paul preacheth.” While these men were unable to perform their
desired task (Acts 19:14-16), the text reveals the term exorcist to be a
Biblical word and one worthy of consideration. According to Vine,
exorcist, from exorkistes “denotes (a) ‘one who administers an oath’;
(b) ‘an exorcist’ (akin to exorkizo, ‘to adjure,’ from orkos, ‘an oath’),
‘one who employs a formula of conjuration for the expulsion of
demons.’”2 In defining the occupation of the exorcist, Youngblood
observes: “The people of the ancient world believed in spirit powers
and that a person could be taken over by an evil power. Many methods
were used to cast out the demons. These included potions, spells, and
chants.”3 While Jesus and other divinely empowered individuals did not
invoke mysterious occult-like formulas to expel demons, they did “cast
out” such beings.
The Accounts

The New Testament records several cases of demon possession and
expulsion. Jackson lists the accounts that involve Jesus’ casting out
these evil spirits as follows:4

• The demoniac in the synagogue (Mk. 1:23; Lk. 4:33-36).
• The Gerasene demoniac (Mt. 8:28-34; Mk. 5:1-20; Lk. 8:26-39).
• The Syrophoenician girl (Mt. 15:21-28; Mk. 7:24-30).
• The epileptic boy (Mt. 17:14-21; Mk. 9:14-29; Lk. 9:37-43).
• The mute demoniac (Mt. 9:32-34).
• The blind and mute demoniac (Mt. 12:22ff; Lk. 11:14-15).

Besides the cases where Jesus ordered demons to exit their victims,
there are other instances where individuals possessed this power and
used it with God-given authority. For example, when Jesus issued the
“limited commission” to His apostles, among other abilities, “he gave
them power against unclean spirits, to cast them out” (Mt. 10:1). He
also empowered the seventy with the same gift, who upon their return,
exclaimed: “Lord, even the devils are subject unto us through thy
name” (Lk. 10:17). Most likely, it was one of these seventy disciples
whom John witnessed “casting out devils” in the name of Christ (Mk.
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9:38). Additionally, Jesus promised the early church that one of the
signs that would confirm the Gospel message would be the ability to
“cast out devils” (Mk. 16:17). Finally, the book of Acts notes occasions
of demons being cast out by the apostles (5:16; 16:18; 19:11-12).

The Bible record does indeed note the factual nature of demon
possession and expulsion. But, how do modern, so-called exorcisms
compare to the inspired accounts noted above? In hopes of learning the
truth about today’s exorcists, it is necessary to examine current ideas
and claims of exorcism.

THE MODERN CLAIMS
Michael Cuneo, a sociologist at Fordham University and the author

of American Exorcism, told ABC News, “the Catholic Church has at
least ten official exorcists around the United States.”5 He also pointed
out: “By conservative estimates, there are at least five or six hundred
evangelical exorcism ministries in operation today, and quite possibly
two or three times this many.”6 Consider the following material relative
to these groups’ activities in the realm of modern exorcism.
Catholicism

When it comes to exorcism and the protocol for such, the Catholic
Church turns to the tenth title of the Rituale Romanum for its general
rules in performing exorcisms.7 While this document is their official
source of ceremonies and prayers for various administrations, exor-
cisms vary one from the other.8 Generally, however, there are a few
matters that every Catholic exorcism has in common: the people, the
place, and the process.

Besides the victim and the exorcist, three additional people are
usually present at the ceremony: a junior priest trained in exorcism, a
physician, and a family member.9 Concerning the place, former Jesuit
professor Malachi Martin says the event is to transpire “in a location
where there is a definite connection between the demon and the
victim.”10 And as for the process, Martin lists the usual stages involved
in each exorcism as follows:

• The Presence: The exorcist and his assistants become aware
of an alien feeling or entity. Attempts or actions of the evil
spirit appear to be the victim’s. The exorcist’s first job is to
break this Pretense and find out whom the demon really is.
Gaining the entity’s name is most important.
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• The Breakpoint: The moment when the devil’s Pretense finally
collapses. This is usually a moment of complete pandemo-
nium. There evolves a scene of panic and confusion, accompa-
nied by a crescendo of abuse, horrible sights, noises, and
odors. The devil then turns on the victim, speaking of the
person in the third person.

• The Voice: Also a sign the Breakpoint, the Voice (of the
demon) becomes “inordinately disturbing and humanly
distressing babble.” The demon’s voices must be silenced for
the exorcism to proceed.

• The Clash: As the Voices die out there is both a spiritual and
physical pressure. The demon has collided with the “will of
the Kingdom.” The exorcist is now in direct battle with the
demon, urging the entity to reveal more information about
itself so it can be controlled. As previously mentioned, there
is a connection between the entity and the victim’s resident.
The entity wants a place to be in, or it must return to Hell. An
existence out of Hell is what the devil or demon is fighting for.

• Expulsion: In the supreme triumph of God’s will, the demon
or spirit leaves in the name of Jesus. All present feel the
Presence dissipates, occasionally with receding noises and
voices. The victim may remember the ordeal or may not recall
anything that has happened.11

Numerous other matters are involved in Catholic exorcisms. For
example, Catholic priest Cliff Graham, in “The Ritual of Exorcism,”
speaks of using the sign of the cross over the victim, mentions the
exorcist’s attire, and writes of the role of crucifixes.12 John A. Hardon
also emphasizes the multitude of matters involved in this ceremony,
saying:

The full ritual for exorcism is some five thousand words in
length. It consists of the recitation of psalms, readings from the
Gospels, and lengthy prayers asking God to deliver a possessed
person or place from infestation by the devil.
Before beginning to exorcise the priest is instructed to go to
confession, offer the sacrifice of the Mass and implore God’s
help. He is to be vested in a surplice and stole. He is to bless
himself and the possessed person or persons, using holy water,
pray on his knees, recite the Litany of the Saints, and only then
begin the formal exorcism.13
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Needless to say, there is much ceremony involved in exorcisms
performed by the Catholic Church.
Denominationalism

In denominationalism, the casting out of demons is predominately
an activity of Pentecostal/Charismatic churches. In these religious
bodies, the work of exorcism is a major component of what is com-
monly known as deliverance ministry. “Deliverance ministries are
activities carried out by individuals or groups aimed at solving
problems related to demons and spirits.”14 These “problems” include
“illnesses, psychological disorders, and sin patterns” that afflict
Christians.15 To illustrate, in an internet advertisement for his book,
Deliverance from Demonic Power, Steven Lambert asks:

• Are you being constantly vexed with chaos, confusion, mental
and emotional assaults, inordinate stress, and unwarranted
attacks and mistreatment from other people?

• Do you frequently feel like there is no hope for you and your
life, or experience overwhelming attacks of evil forces upon
your mind with thoughts that the only way out is to end it all?

• Do you ever feel like there is an evil force assigned to your
life whose mission is to utterly destroy you and keep you
living in failure and defeat your whole life?

• Do fears, phobias, and acute anxiety dominate your life?
• Are you battling destructive addictions from which you are

never able to break free?16

Following his list of questions, Lambert affirms that such experiences
“are often caused by demons” (and, of course, he promises that reading
his book will help one be delivered from such).

Deliverance ministries can be divided into at least two main
branches. “There are those who advocate ‘power encounters’ and those
who advocate ‘truth encounters.’”17 The former would include
individuals such as Benny Hinn who “shouts, rebukes, and binds the
demons sending them to the pit of hell, while the subject is usually
exhausted from the protracted event.”18 The latter would include the
likes of Neil T. Anderson, president of Freedom in Christ Ministries,
who uses a “clinical approach” involving seven steps to deliverance,
which he says are:

1. Renounce involvement in any and all demonic activities.
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2. Readjust thinking to align with truth.
3. Forgive offenders.
4. Confess the sin of rebellion.
5. Confess the sin of pride.
6. Confess sins one to another.
7. Renounce the sins of one’s ancestors to escape “genera-

tional curses.”19

While exorcism in the Pentecostal/Charismatic world is not as
ceremonial and mysterious as it is in Catholicism, it is definitely
popular among those affiliated with this religious segment and
seemingly profitable to those marketing their books and seminars on
the subject.
Other Religions

Before closing this section, it seems important to mention that
exorcism is, or has been, present in other religions as well. For
example, Jackson says: “The ancient world abounded with superstition
relative to demons.”20 These superstitions also brought along a number
of tall tales of exorcisms. Consider the following material on other
world religions:

• Judaism: Jewish folklore and Kabbalah teachings tell of a
malevolent spirit called a dybbuk. This spirit is the soul of a
dead person that has come back to address unfinished busi-
ness, and it inhabits the body of a living person in order to
carry out its goals. The dybbuk can be expelled through a rite
of exorcism and leaves the body through the toe.

• Islam: Islamic belief tells of a jinn—an evil spirit and servant
of Satan—that can invade the human body and cause illness,
pain, torment and evil thoughts. This jinn can be expelled by
the possessed person by reciting particular passages of the
Qur’an.

• Hinduism: In Hinduism, the Vedas scriptures tell of an evil
spirit that can not only harm humans, but can also stand in the
way of the will of the gods. A traditional Hindu exorcism
includes such rituals as burning pig excrement, reciting
prayers and offering sweets to the gods.21

Of course, dealing with supposed demons, spirits, or ghosts by means
of various forms of exorcism is a part of numerous other man-made
religions, tribal cultures, and the occult.
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Obviously, there are great differences between exorcisms in
Catholicism, Denominationalism, and other religious systems. Still,
when it comes to the topic at hand, the numerous groups do have one
thing very much in common: their beliefs and actions are completely
foreign to the Scriptures.

THE NOTABLE DIFFERENCES
When it comes to modern, and even ancient, claims of exorcism,

events recorded in the Bible are quite different in nature than the events
and ceremonies noted in the previous section. While not every
difference can be detailed, a brief overview of the contrasts should help
one reach some important conclusions regarding the truth about today’s
exorcists.
Some Contrasts

Specifically regarding the claims of the Catholic Church, Jackson
lists a number of notable differences between their exorcisms and those
recorded in God’s inspired Word. He states:

1. The “exorcisms” of today are performed almost invariably
in dark, secluded environments, only to be publicized later.
When Jesus cast out demons, the episodes were public, and
therefore subject to critical examination (cf. Luke 4:31-37).

2. The Lord could expel evil spirits with but a word, and the
effect was immediate (Luke 4:36; Matthew 17:18). The
Jesuit Priest who supposedly “exorcised” a demon from the
youngster who served as the subject of Blatty’s book, The
Exorcist, confessed that it took him two months of prepara-
tion (fasting on bread and water), and twenty ritual ceremo-
nies to purge the child.

3. The demoniacs of the New Testament era were afflicted,
either physically or mentally, by a malfunction of what were
otherwise normal human traits. Those cases involved no
grotesque details. However, according to Roman Catholic
priest Luigi Novagese (the official exorcist for the papal
diocese in Rome), “A man’s skin turned white like paper,
his teeth became transparent, his eyes bulged with balls of
flame and fire issued from his mouth.” One priest claimed
that a demon took a bite out of his sandwich. The February
11, 1974 issue of Newsweek magazine carried a photo of the
burglarized delicacy, displaying perfect, human-like teeth
prints! Do demons get cavities?
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4. Modern demoniacs frequently are described as uttering
“fierce curses” and “bursts of blasphemy.” In the New
Testament record, demons always were very respectful of
deity (Mark 1:24; 3:11). There is not a solitary case of a
demon blaspheming either God or Christ in the biblical
narratives.

5. Two cases of demon possession in the New Testament
reveal that the unclean spirits could empower their hosts
with supernatural strength (Mark 5:1-20; cf. Acts 19:13-16).
The demoniac described in Mark 5 could not be bound even
with a “chain.” A respected university professor posed this
interesting query: “If we have demon-possessed people
today, why in my travels in over forty countries of the world
have I never seen a person who is so strong that you can’t
bind him with chains (cf. Mk. 5:3)?”22

As for the “deliverance ministries” of the Pentecostal/Charismatic
world, their activities are likewise vastly different than the New
Testament record of casting out demons. In fact, the differences really
begin with the supposed activities of the demons themselves. Remem-
ber, proponents of this system claim, among other things, that the
source of sin problems are evil spirits from which individuals need to
be delivered rather than one’s habitual submission to temptation.
However, the repeated emphasis of the New Testament is on repentance
of sin, not on deliverance from demons (cf. Mt. 4:17; Mk. 6:12; Lk.
13:3, 5; Acts 2:38; 17:30). Consider the Corinthians. The Bible says
nothing of Paul’s implementing a “deliverance ministry” in that city. It
does, however, say that many heard the Gospel, believed it, and were
baptized (Acts 18:8). How then were the Corinthians who had
previously engaged in fornication, idolatry, homosexuality, adultery,
stealing, covetousness, drinking, revelry, and extortion washed,
sanctified, and justified (1 Cor. 6:9-11)? Not by “power encounters” or
“clinical deliverances,” but by compliance to the commands of Christ.

Don Matzat, a denominational minister previously involved with
deliverance ministries, writes of another contrast between modern
exorcisms and those of the Biblical record. He explains:

When Jesus and the Apostle Paul cast out demons, they were not
having a clinical, counseling experience involving the diagnosis
and treatment of those possessed. The Bible defines their
experiences with demons as spontaneous, impromptu events.
The Apostle Paul did not sit down with the young woman in
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Acts 16, advise her that he believed that her particular problem
was caused by demon-possession, and proceed to bind and cast
out the demon. It was a spontaneous event. The demons sponta-
neously reacted to Jesus and, for that matter, to the Apostle
Paul.23

Matzat suggests that the power of modern exorcists and the experiences
of modern victims reside in learned behavior rather than mysterious
spiritual forces. He believes that victims learn from books, television,
and other sources how “the demonized” act, and accept the authority of
so-called exorcists or deliverance ministers. He does not question the
sincerity of such victims, but describes these individuals as “primed for
deliverance” and possessed not by demons, but by “the idea of having
a demon.”24

Whether in Catholicism, denominationalism, or other religious
traditions, the actions of modern exorcists are vastly different than the
activities of Jesus, the apostles, and other divinely empowered
individuals described in the New Testament. Such an observation
should move honest souls to replace man-made religious rites and
emotional experiences with objective, Biblical truth.
An Observation

Though dealt with in greater detail in another chapter, it is
worthwhile to note here the cessation of demon possession. Cliff
Goodwin writes:

After the miracles of the first century (including demon expul-
sion, Mk. 16:17) had accomplished their purpose of confirming
the revelation of God through Jesus Christ (Mk. 16:15-20), they
were done away, stopped, and ended (cf. 1 Cor. 13:8-10). Hence,
no one since the apostolic age has possessed miraculous power.25

Goodwin logically concludes that since demon possession was a
miraculous occurrence requiring a miraculous remedy, possession and
expulsion no longer happen.26

CONCLUSION
Indeed, the devil is the adversary of mankind. His treacherous tool

of deception has fooled multitudes into believing a load of lies. Buying
into the unscriptural belief that demons still possess people today lends
dangerous credibility to teachers of error who claim they can cast out
evil spirits from helpless souls. The good words, fair speeches, and far-
out demonstrations of these false teachers who serve their own bellies,
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deceive the hearts of the simple (cf. Rom. 16:17-18). May their mouths
be stopped and their actions abated.
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